
READING RESPONSE MENU 
 

 

Social Media 
 

                                   
 
Summary of your book through Live Tweets  
      max. 140 characters per tweet about the summary ……………………………..10 points 
1 Instagram (Picture with Hashtags) with one full comment from another………...5 points  
3 hashtags to represent something in your novel ...……………………………………...1 point 
A whole characters Instagram profile (Profile Pic., Pictures, hashtags, etc.)........10 points 
Facebook Status update for a character……..…………………………………………....1 point 
Facebook Wall conversation with other characters’ posts and comments….………5 points 
Instagram album of your novel with character comments, place check-ins....…….10 points 
Pinterest Wall - Character’s 3 Boards and 3 Pins in each board……………...………5 points 
Etsy Store - Min. 5 items with descriptions, costs, store name.………….………….5 points 
Fake text (conversation between 2 characters based on a conflict)...........................1 point 
Vine to show a pivotal plot moment in your novel…………………………………….…...1 point 
 

 
 

Technology 

  

Comic Life: 
      4 panel……………………………………………………………………………………….1 point 
      8 panel………………………………………………….………………………………….5 points  
Movie Trailer of your book……………………………..…………………………………..5 points 
Design a new book cover……………………………………………………………………...1 point 
Make a website dissecting plot, characters, settings, connections etc….…………10 points 
Write a review of the novel on Amazon.com………………………………………………1 point 
Design a movie poster using www.bighugelabs.com…..…………………………………...1 point 
 

 
 
 

http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.bighugelabs.com&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNFOP4Qi0rXjcKweWPKVNYN0HFKrbg


Art 
 

           
 
Design/Draw the main character’s bedroom in 2 point perspective  
     (E.g., Bedspread, posters on the wall, colour)..........................................................5 points 
Design/Sculpt/Draw one setting from your novel 
      Choose 5 direct quotations from your novel to support your created setting………...5 points 
Character Sketch with descriptive language of character’s appearance and  
personality in the shape of your character’s face……………………………………...5 points 
Rewrite a pivotal point in the book as a movie script……………………………...…...5 points 
Write a monologue that shows a secondary character’s point of view……………...5 points 
Choreographed dance to show overall theme/mood of the book. This can be  
presented in class or filmed and done as a video..........................................................5 points 
Design 5 characters’ costumes in detail for a movie………………....………………...5 points 
Rewrite the lyrics to a popular song to suit your novel .………..……………………….1 point 
Draw a movie poster for the book………………………………...…………………………1 point 
Pick 5 crucial plot moments in your novel and choose a song to represent  
each one as the soundtrack…………………………………………………………….…...5 points 
 

 
 

Other 
 
Expository Paragraph (min. 200 words)..........................................................................5 points 
Quotation Page - Fill an entire page of important quotations from the novel…...…..1 point 
Rename the title of the book and explain your reasoning in a paragraph……………..1 point 
Choose a paragraph and explain why it is important……………………………..……….1 point 
Explain the different points of conflict in the plot………………………………………1 point 
If your book was to me a movie, cast the celebrities that would play their roles…..1 point 
Write a new ending for your novel……………………………………………………...…...1 point 
How would your book change if you wrote it a different time period…………….…...1 point 
Rewrite your book if it was in a different genre………………………………………….1 point 
Design a video game that includes the mission, hero, enemies, four levels  
of objectives, strengths/powers of the hero, setting, characters etc. ..………….10 points 


